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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to power tools,
and more particularly to random orbital sanders and or-
bital sanders.
[0002] Orbital sanders, such as random orbital sand-
ers, are used in a variety of applications where it is de-
sirable to obtain an extremely smooth surface free of
scratches and swirl marks. Such applications typically
involve wood working applications such as furniture con-
struction or vehicle body repair applications, just to name
a few.
[0003] Random orbital sanders typically include a plat-
en that is driven rotationally by a motor-driven spindle.
The platen is driven via a freely rotatable bearing that is
eccentrically mounted on the end of the drive spindle.
Rotation of the drive spindle causes the platen to orbit
about the drive spindle while frictional forces within the
bearing, as well as varying frictional loads on the sanding
disc attached to the platen, cause the platen to also rotate
about the eccentric bearing, thereby imparting the "ran-
dom" orbital movement to the platen. Typically such ran-
dom orbit sanders also include a fan member which is
driven by the output shaft of the motor. The fan member
is adapted to draw dust and debris generated by the
sanding action up through openings formed in the platen
and into a filter or other like dust collecting receptacle.
[0004] One such prior art random orbital sander is dis-
closed in U.S. 5,392,568 for Random Orbit Sander Hav-
ing Braking Member. For context, a short section of the
’568 patent describing a random orbital sander is repeat-
ed here. With reference to Fig. 7, a random orbital sander
10 generally includes a housing 12 which includes a two-
piece upper housing section 13 and a two-piece shroud
14 at a lower end thereof. Removably secured to the
shroud 14 is a dust canister 16 for collecting dust and
other particulate matter generated by the sander during
use. A platen 18 having a piece of sandpaper 19 (Fig. 8)
releasably adhered thereto is disposed beneath the
shroud 14. The platen 18 is adapted to be driven rota-
tionally and in a random orbital pattern by a motor dis-
posed within the upper housing 13. The motor (shown in
Fig. 8) is turned on and off by a suitable on/off switch 20
which can be controlled easily with a finger of one hand
while grasping the upper end portion 22 of the sander.
The upper end portion 22 further includes an opening 24
formed circumferentially opposite that of the switch 20
through which a power cord 26 extends.
[0005] The shroud 14 is preferably rotatably coupled
to the upper housing section 13 so that the shroud 14,
and hence the position of the dust canister 16, can be
adjusted for the convenience of the operator. The shroud
section 14 further includes a plurality of openings 28 (only
one of which is visible in Fig. 7) for allowing a cooling fan
driven by the motor within the sander to expel air drawn
into and along the interior area of the housing 12 to help
cool the motor.
[0006] With reference now to FIG. 8, the motor can be

seen and is designated generally by reference numeral
30. The motor 30 includes an armature 32 having an
output shaft 34 associated therewith. The output shaft or
drive spindle 34 is coupled to a combined motor cooling
and dust collection fan 36. In particular, fan 36 comprises
a disc-shaped member having impeller blades formed
on both its top and bottom surfaces. The impeller blades
36a formed on the top surface serve as the cooling fan
for the motor, and the impeller blades 36b formed on the
bottom surface serve as the dust collection fan for the
dust collection system. Openings 18a formed in the plat-
en 18 allow the fan 36b to draw sanding dust up through
aligned openings 19a in the sandpaper 19 into the dust
canister 16 to thus help keep the work surface clear of
sanding dust. The platen 18 is secured to a bearing re-
tainer 40 via a plurality of threaded screws 38 (only one
of which is visible in Fig. 8) which extend through open-
ings 18b in the platen 18. The bearing retainer 40 carries
a bearing 42 that is journalled to an eccentric arbor 36c
formed on the bottom of the fan member 36. The bearing
assembly is secured to the arbor 36c via a threaded
screw 44 and a washer 46. It will be noted that the bearing
42 is disposed eccentrically to the output shaft 34 of the
motor, which thus imparts an orbital motion to the platen
18 as the platen 18 is driven rotationally by the motor 30.
[0007] With further reference to FIG. 8, a braking mem-
ber 48 is disposed between a lower surface 50 of the
shroud 14 and an upper surface 52 of the platen 18. The
braking member 48 comprises an annular ring-like seal-
ing member which effectively seals the small axial dis-
tance between the lower surface 50 of the shroud 14 and
the upper surface 52 of the platen 18, which typically is
on the order of 3 mm .+-.0.7 mm.
[0008] With reference to FIG. 9, the braking member
48 includes a base portion 54 having a generally planar
upper surface 56, a groove 58 formed about the outer
circumference of the base portion 54, a flexible, outward-
ly flaring wall portion 60 having a cross sectional thick-
ness of preferably about 0.15 mm, and an enlarged out-
ermost edge portion 62. The groove 58 engages an edge
portion 64 of an inwardly extending lip portion 66 of the
shroud 14 which secures the braking member 48 to the
lip portion 66. In FIGS. 8 and 9, the outermost edge por-
tion 62 is illustrated as riding on an optional metallic, and
preferably stainless steel, annular ring 61 which is se-
cured to the backside 52 of the platen 18. Alternatively,
the entire backside of the platen 18 may be covered with
a metallic or stainless steel sheet. While optional, the
stainless steel annular ring or sheet 61 serves to sub-
stantially eliminate the wear that might be experienced
on the upper surface 52 of the platen 18 if the outermost
edge portion 62 were to ride directly thereon.
[0009] With brief reference to FIG. 10, the braking
member 48 further includes a pair of radially opposed
tabs 68 which engage notched recesses 70 in the inward-
ly extending lip portion 66 of the shroud 14. This prevents
the braking member 48 from rotating with the platen 18
relative to the shroud 14 during operation of the sander
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10. The braking member 48 is formed by injection mold-
ing as a single component from a material which allows
a degree of flexure of the wall portion 60, and preferably
from polyester butylene terephthalate (hereinafter
"PBT").
[0010] The operation of the braking member 48 during
use of the sander 10 will now be described. As the platen
18 is driven rotationally by the output shaft 34 of the motor
30, the outermost edge portion 62 of the braking member
48 rides frictionally over the upper surface 52 of the platen
18. The outermost edge portion 62 of the braking member
48 exerts a relatively constant, small downward spring
force onto the stainless steel ring 61. The spring force is
such that the random orbital action of the platen 18 is
substantially unaffected under normal loading condi-
tions, but the rotational speed of the platen 18 is limited
when the platen 18 is lifted off of the work surface to
about 1200 rpm. It has been determined that an operating
speed of at least about 800 rpm is desirable to prevent
the formation of swirl marks on the surface of the work-
piece when the platen is loaded. Thus, 800 rpm repre-
sents a preferred lower speed limit which the braking
member 48 must allow the platen 18 to attain when en-
gaged with a work surface during normal operation to
achieve satisfactory sanding performance. It has further
been determined that if the platen is permitted when un-
loaded to attain rotational speeds substantially above
normal operating speeds-e.g., above approximately
1200 rpm-the rapid deceleration that results when the
platen is reapplied to the workpiece causes the sander
10 to jump which can produce undesirable gouges or
scratches in a work surface. Thus, it is desirable for the
braking member 48 to prevent the rotational speed of the
platen 18 about bearing 42 to exceed approximately 1200
rpm when the platen 18 is unloaded, and permit the platen
18 to rotate above approximately 800 rpm when loaded.
[0011] To achieve the desired braking action the brak-
ing member 48 exerts a relatively constant preferred
braking force of about 3.5 lbs. onto the stainless steel
ring 61 at all times during operation of the sander 10.
This degree of braking force is significantly less than the
frictional torque imposed by the interface of the sandpa-
per 19 secured to the platen 18 and the workpiece, but
of the same order of magnitude as the torque applied by
the bearing 42. Consequently, the brake member 48 has
an insignificant effect on the normal operation of the plat-
en when under load, and a speed limiting effect on the
platen when unloaded.
[0012] The desired braking force of about 3.5 lbs. is
achieved by the combination of the geometry of the brak-
ing member 48 as well as the material used in its forma-
tion. It has been found that the use of PBT doped with
about 2% silicon and about 15% Teflon provides a pre-
ferred flex modulus of about 46.5 kpsi. However, a ma-
terial which provides a flex modulus anywhere within
about 35 kpsi to 75 kpsi should be suitable to provide the
desired degree of flexure to the brake member 48. The
amount of braking force generated by the braking mem-

ber 48 is important because a constant braking force in
excess of about 4 lbs. causes excessive wear at the out-
ermost edge portion 62, while a braking force of less than
about 3 lbs. is too small to appropriately limit the increase
in rotational speed of the platen 18 when the platen 18
is lifted off of a work surface.
[0013] WO 93/17828 discloses an orbital disk grinder
in which the speed of rotation of the grinding disc is mod-
ified depending on the perpendicular force that acts on
its working surface.
[0014] According to an aspect of the invention there is
provided a hand held orbital sander comprising the fea-
tures of claim 1. According to another aspect of the in-
vention, there is provided a method of controlling the
speed of a motor in a hand held orbital sander, the method
comprising the features of claim 9.
[0015] Further areas of applicability of the present in-
vention will become apparent from the detailed descrip-
tion provided hereinafter. It should be understood that
the detailed description and specific examples, while in-
dicating the preferred embodiment of the invention, are
intended for purposes of illustration only and are not in-
tended to limit the scope of the invention.
[0016] The present invention will become more fully
understood from the detailed description and the accom-
panying drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an electrically powered
random orbital sander in accordance with an embod-
iment of the invention;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view, partially broken away,
of the sander of Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a cross-section view of the sander of Fig. 2
taken along the line 3 - 3;
Fig. 4 is a schematic of a control system for an elec-
tronically commutated motor of the sander of Figs.
1 - 3;
Fig. 5 is a flow chart of showing the steps by which
the control system of Fig. 4 transitions between an
"idle speed" mode and a "sanding speed" mode;
Fig. 6 is a representative view of an oval shaped
palm grip that is an alternative to the round palm grip
of the sander of Figs. 1 - 3;
Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a prior art random
orbital sander;
Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view of the sander of Fig.
7 taken along the line 8 - 8;
Fig. 9 is an enlarged fragmentary view of a portion
of the braking member, shroud and pattern in ac-
cordance with the circled area 3 in Fig. 8;
Fig. 10 is a plan view of the braking member showing
how it is secured to the shroud of the housing of the
sander, in accordance with section line 4 - 4 in fig. 8;
Fig. 11 is a side cross-section of the sander of Fig. 1;
Fig. 12 is a simplified circuit schematic of dynamic
braking including coupling resistors across motor
windings;
Fig. 13 is a simplified circuit schematic of a prior art
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motor control having dynamic braking for a perma-
nent magnet DC motor;
Fig. 14 is a simplified schematic of a prior art motor
control having dynamic braking of a universal motor;
Fig. 15 is a simplified schematic of a variation of the
control system of Fig. 4;
and
Fig. 16 is a simplified schematic of a variation of the
control system of Fig. 15.

[0017] The following description of the preferred em-
bodiment(s) is merely exemplary in nature and is in no
way intended to limit the invention, its application, or us-
es.
[0018] Referring to Figs. 1 - 3, a low profile power tool
100 is shown. Low profile power tool 100 will be described
in the context of a random orbital sander and will be re-
ferred to as sander 100, but it should be understood that
it can be other types of power tools where holding the
power tool near where it contacts the work piece would
be advantageous, such as orbital sanders (which are
sometimes known as "quarter sheet" sanders").
[0019] Sander 100 includes a housing 102 and an orbit
mechanism 104 disposed beneath housing 102. A dust
canister 106 may illustratively be removably secured to
housing 102. Orbit mechanism 104 and dust canister 106
may illustratively be conventional orbit mechanisms and
dust canisters that have been used on prior art orbital
sanders, such as disclosed in the above referenced U.S.
5,392,568. Orbit mechanism 104 includes a pad or platen
108 to which a piece of sandpaper 110 can be releasably
adhered.
[0020] Orbit mechanism 104 is adapted to be driven
rotationally and in a random orbital pattern by a motor
112 disposed within housing 102. Motor 112 is turned on
and off by a suitable on/off switch 114. Variable speed
of motor 112 may illustratively be provided by a trigger
switch 116, illustratively having a speed potentiometer
406 (Fig. 4). Trigger switch 116 may illustratively be a
paddle switch illustratively having a paddle type actuator
member 117 shaped generally to conform to a palm of a
user’s hand. Trigger switch 116 may be referred to herein
as paddle switch 116. It should be understood, however,
that paddle switch 116 could also include on/off switch
114. In the embodiments shown in Figs. 1 - 3, sander
100 is illustratively a corded sander, that is, powered by
being connected to AC mains, and a power cord 118
extends out through a hole 120 in housing 102.
[0021] A top 103 of housing 102 is shaped to provide
an ergonomic palm grip 107 for the user to grasp. Top
103 is shaped to have an arcuate cross-section that gen-
erally conforms with a palm of a user’s hand, with edges
105 curving back to housing 102, which necks down be-
neath edges 105. A user can thus grip sander 100 by
holding the top 103 of sander 100 in the palm of the user’s
hand and grasping edges 105 with the user’s fingers
which can extend under edges 105. While palm grip 107
of sander 100 is shown in Figs. 1 - 3 as being generally

round (when viewed from the top), it should be under-
stood that palm grip 107 can have other shapes, such
as oval, teardrop, elliptical, or the like. Palm grip 107 al-
lows the user to keep the user’s hand more open when
grasping sander 100. The low profile of sander 100, dis-
cussed below, cooperates with palm grip 107 to allow
the user to grasp the sander 100 more lightly compared
to prior art corded random orbital and orbital sanders and
thus helps prevent the user’s fingers from cramping. Also,
the height of housing 102 is sufficient to allow the user
to grasp sander 100 from the side if so desired.
[0022] In an embodiment, sander 100 may include a
mechanical braking member, such as brake member 48
and corresponding ring 61 (shown in phantom in Fig. 3)
of the type described in U.S. 5,392,568.
[0023] Motor 112 is preferably an electronically com-
mutated motor having a rotor 200 (Fig. 2) with an output
shaft 300 (Fig. 3) associated therewith to which orbit
mechanism 104 is coupled in conventional fashion, such
as disclosed in U.S. 5,392,568. Motor 112 may be an
electronically commutated motor of the type known as
brushless DC motors (which is somewhat of a misnomer
as the electronic commutation generates AC waveforms,
when viewed over a full turn of the motor, that excite the
motor). Motor 112 may also be an electronically commu-
tated motor of the type known as AC synchronous motors
which are excited with sinusoidal waveforms.
[0024] As is known, motor power for an electronically
commutated motor, for a given electrical and magnetic
load, is determined by D2L where D is the diameter of
the motor and L is the height of the laminations of the
stator. Motor 112 also has a stator 202 having a plurality
of windings 204 wound about lamination stack or stacks
302. (Lamination stack(s) 302 are formed in conventional
fashion and may be a single stack or a plurality of stacks.)
Rotor 200 includes a plurality of magnets 304 disposed
around its periphery 206. Position sensors 308 are
mounted in housing 102 about rotor 200. Position sen-
sors 308 may illustratively be Hall Effect sensors with
three position sensors spaced 120 degrees about rotor
200.
[0025] Motor 112 is a low profile or "pancake" style
motor. That is, the diameter of motor 112 is large com-
pared to the height of lamination stacks 302. The height
of windings 204 are also kept low keeping the overall
height or length of motor 112 low. As used herein, a motor
is considered "low profile" if it has a diameter to lamination
stack height ratio of at least 2:1 and the diameter of the
motor is greater than the height or length of the motor.
In an embodiment, motor 112 has a diameter to lamina-
tion height ratio of greater than five. Also, by using an
electronically commutated motor as motor 112, the
weight of motor 112 is significantly less for a given power
compared to mechanically commutated motors, such as
universal series motors. The rotor 200 of electronically
commutated motor 112 having a rated power output of
200 watts has a weight of about 30 grams. The armature
of a universal series motor having a rated power output
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of 120 watts has a weight of about 190 grams. Assuming
a weight of approximately 50 grams for the electronics
that controls the electronically commutated motor, the
electronically commutated motor still weighs significantly
less than a universal motor having comparable power.
Additionally, electronically commutated motors are qui-
eter than universal series motors due to the elimination
of the mechanical commutator.
[0026] Motor 112 may illustratively have a rated power
output of at least 40 watts.
[0027] As mentioned, the sander 100 may preferably
be a random orbital sander or orbital sander. Random
orbital sanders and orbital sanders are typically used to
sand larger surfaces, with smaller sanders known as "de-
tail" sanders which are used to sand smaller surfaces.
As such, platen 108 when used in a random orbital sander
would typically have a diameter of five or six inches. (Ran-
dom orbital sanders having a five inch diameter platen
and random orbital sanders having a six in diameter plat-
en are the most commonly sold random orbital sanders.)
Orbital sanders typically have a rectangular platen, with
typical widths of five or six inches. Motor 112 may illus-
tratively have at least 70 watts of power with a diameter
to lamination height ratio of at least 2:1 for a sander hav-
ing a five inch platen, and preferably at least 120 watts
of power and a diameter to lamination height ratio of at
least 3:1. Motor 112 may illustratively have at least 100
watts of power with a diameter to lamination height ratio
of at least 2:1 for a sander having a six inch platen, and
may illustratively have at least 120 watts of power and a
diameter to lamination height ratio of at least 3:1. In an
embodiment, motor 112 may illustratively have at least
200 watts of power with a diameter to lamination height
ratio of at least 3:1.
[0028] Using a low profile motor, such as motor 112
described above, in sander 100 allows sander 100 to
have a "low profile." As used herein, a corded sander is
"low profile" if it has a diameter of palm grip 107 to sander
100 height ratio of at least 0.4:1, and preferably at least
0.6:1 or greater, such as 1:1, where the maximum height
of sander 100 does not exceed 120 mm for a corded
sander.
[0029] With reference to Fig. 3, the diameter 310 of
platen 108 of the illustrative low profile random orbital
corded sander 100 is six inches (152.4mm), the height
312 of sander 100 is 95mm and the outside diameter 316
of top 103 of sander 100 (and thus of palm grip 107) is
90mm. Magnets 304 are illustratively high powered rare
earth magnets. The motor 112 has a rated power output
of up to 200 watts with a diameter 317 of 75 mm and
stack height (height of lamination stack 302) of 10 mm,
giving motor 112 a diameter to lamination height ratio of
7.5:1. Motor 112 has an overall height 318 of 23mm (il-
lustratively determined by the height of windings 204).
The diameter of palm grip 107 may illustratively range
from 30 to 90 mm, and more preferably, from 70 to 90
mm, with the height of sander 100 not exceeding 120
mm as mentioned above. In an embodiment, the height

of sander 100 is a maximum of 90 mm, the diameter of
palm grip 107 is a maximum of 90 mm, and motor 112
has a rated power output of at least 120 watts. In a var-
iation, the height of sander 100 is a maximum of 100 mm.
[0030] It should be understood that magnets 304 may
illustratively be ferrite magnets or low powered bonded
Neodymium magnets, in which event, motor 112 would
have a lower rated power. Using ferrite magnets for mag-
nets 304 would result in a decrease in rated power for
motor 112, having the same dimensions, of about 50%
and using low powered bonded Neodymium magnets for
magnets 304 would result in a decrease in rated power
for motor 112 of about 25%.
[0031] In an embodiment, motor 112 would have an
illustrative rated power of at least 70 watts and a diameter
to stack height ratio of 2:1. In another embodiment, motor
112 would have an illustrative rated power of at least 150
watts and a diameter to stack height ratio of 5:1.
[0032] As mentioned, palm grip 107 can have shapes
other than round shapes. In such cases, the diameter of
the palm grip for the purposes of the palm grip diameter
to sander height ratio is the minor diameter of the palm
grip. For example, if palm grip 107 is oval shaped, shown
representatively by oval 600 (Fig. 6), oval 600 has a major
diameter 602 taken along a major axis 604 of oval 600
and a minor diameter 606 taken along a minor axis 608
of oval 600. Minor diameter 606 is thus the diameter of
palm grip 107 for the purposes of the above discussed
palm grip diameter to sander height ratio.
[0033] The low profile aspect of sander 100 as men-
tioned reduces wobble compared to prior art corded
sanders. Since weight is often added to the fan used in
random orbital sanders and orbital sanders, such as fan
36 (Fig. 8), to counteract wobble, the weight of the fan
can be reduced. For example, the weight of fan 36 in the
prior art random orbital sander 10 having a five or six
inch diameter platen 108 would illustratively be in the
range of 100 - 200 grams. This weight could be reduced
to about 70 - 120 grams in low profile sander 100. How-
ever, the weight of low profile sander 100 would illustra-
tively be kept high enough to prevent "bouncing" when
low profile sander 100 is applied to the workpiece. Illus-
tratively, the weight of sander 100 would be in the 800
grams to 1400 grams range where sander 100 has a five
or six inch diameter platen 108. This is comparable to
the weight of prior art random orbital and orbital sanders
as it is desirable that sander 100 have sufficient weight
that that the sander 100 itself applies the needed pres-
sure to urge the sander against the workpiece when
sanding as opposed to the user applying pressure to
sander 100. The user then need only guide the sander
100 on the workpiece, or need only apply light pressure
to the sander 100. But by being able to reduce the weight
of the fan in sander 100, the weight eliminated from the
fan can be more optimally distributed in sander 100, or
all or a portion of it eliminated from sander 100. Also,
even if the weight of the fan is kept the same, the weight
can be distributed in the fan to optimize performance as-
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pects of sander 100 other than to counteract wobble, or
at least to the degree needed in prior art sanders.
[0034] As mentioned, motor 112 is an electronically
commutated motor that is electronically commutated in
conventional fashion using known electronically commu-
tated motor control systems. These control systems can
be adapted to provide additional functionality, as dis-
cussed with reference to Fig. 4.
[0035] Fig. 4 shows an electronic motor commutation
control system 400 for controlling motor 112. Control sys-
tem 400 includes switching semi-conductors Q1 - Q6
having their control inputs coupled to outputs of an elec-
tronic motor commutation controller (also known as a
brushless DC motor controller) 402. Control system 400
includes a power supply 404 coupled to power cord 118
that provides DC power to controller 402 via rectifier 418.
A filter or smoothing capacitor 416 smoothes the output
of rectifier 418. Switch 114 is coupled to an input of con-
troller 402 as is speed potentiometer 406 of paddle switch
116. As mentioned above, switch 114 and paddle switch
116 may be separate switch devices or included in the
same switch device.
[0036] A matrix consisting of motor speed and/or cur-
rent information is used by controller 402 to determine
the PWM duty cycle at which it switches Q1 - Q6, which
in turn controls the speed of motor 112. The setting of
speed potentiometer 406, which may illustratively be de-
termined by how far actuator member 117 of paddle
switch 116 is depressed, dictates the speed at which con-
troller 402 regulates motor 112 during operation of sand-
er 100. Switch 114 may illustratively have an on/off con-
trol-level signal, such as may illustratively be provided
by a micro-switch, which can be interfaced directly to
controller 402. Also, a non-contact type of switch can be
used, such as logic switch/transistor/FET, optical switch,
or a Hall Effect sensor - magnet combination. It should
be understood that switch 114 could be a mains switch
that switches power on and off to sander 100, or at least
to semiconductors Q1- Q6.
[0037] Illustratively, three position sensors 308 are
used to provide position information of rotor 200 to con-
troller 402 which controller 402 uses to determine the
electronic commutation of motor 112. It should be under-
stood, however, that two or one positions sensors 308
could be used, or a sensor-less control scheme used.
Speed information may illustratively be obtained from
these position signals in conventional fashion.
[0038] Sander 100 may include a pressure sensor 408,
that senses when sander 100 is removed from the work
piece, such as by sensing a decrease in pressure on
platen 108. A force sensor such as a strain gauge type
of force sensor may alternatively or additionally be used.
Based on the signal from pressure sensor 408 crossing
a threshold value, controller 402 transitions from an "idle
speed" mode where it regulates the speed of motor 112
at an idle speed to a "sanding speed" mode where it
regulates the speed of motor 112 based on the position
of speed potentiometer 406, and vice-versa. Thus, when

sander 100 is applied to the work piece, controller 402
will transition to the "sanding speed" mode and when
sander 100 is removed from the work piece, controller
402 will transition to the "idle speed" mode.
[0039] According to the invention, speed information
determined from one or more of position sensors 308
and/or motor current determined from a current sensor
410 is used by controller 402 to determine when to tran-
sition between the "idle speed" mode and the "sanding
speed" mode. In an open loop control, the speed of the
motor drops with load and the motor current increases
with load for a given PWM duty cycle. Applying the sander
to the work piece as it is running increases the load on
the motor and decreases the motor speed. By determin-
ing the motor 112 speed and/or current at the idle speed
PWM duty cycle, it can be determined whether sander
100 is being loaded or not. Based on the deviations of
the motor 112 speed and/or current from a range of typ-
ical values when the motor 112 is running unloaded at
idle speed, controller 402 can determine that sander 100
has been applied to the work piece and thus transition
from the "idle speed" mode to the "sanding speed" mode.
Similarly, based on the deviations of the motor 112 speed
and/or current from a range of typical values when the
motor 112 is running loaded, controller 402 can deter-
mine that sander 100 has been lifted from the work piece
and thus transition from the "sanding speed" mode to the
"idle speed" mode.
[0040] The current value threshold may illustratively
be a single threshold value, with or without hysteresis.
The motor speed threshold value may illustratively be
two threshold values (with or without hysteresis), an "idle
speed" threshold value for transitioning from the "idle
speed" mode and a "sanding speed" threshold value for
transitioning from the "sanding speed" mode. The motor
idle speed is generally a low speed. The idle speed
threshold value would be lower than the idle speed of the
motor. For example, if the motor idle speed is 800 rpm
then the idle speed threshold value may illustratively be
600 rpm. When the motor 112 speed drops below 600
rpm, the controller would transition to the "sanding speed"
mode and ramp the speed of motor 112 to a "sanding"
operating speed. For example, when sander 100 is ap-
plied to the work piece, for a given speed setting, the
"sanding" operating speed of motor 112 may illustratively
be in the range of 5,000 to 12,000 rpm. When sander
100 is removed from the work piece, the speed of motor
112 would increase. Thus, the "sanding speed" threshold
value may illustratively be 200 rpm greater than the sand-
ing speed. When the motor 112 speed exceeds the
"sanding speed" threshold value, the controller 402 tran-
sitions to "idle speed" mode and reduces the speed of
motor 112 to the idle speed.
[0041] A similar approach can be used with closed loop
control. However, the closed loop speed control would
be enabled only after the speed of motor 112 accelerates
well beyond the idle speed, such as 200 rpm above the
idle speed. When the sander 100 is operating at sanding
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speeds, i.e., applied to the work piece, and the load then
removed, i.e., the sander 100 removed from the work
piece, the speed of motor 112 then needs to be reduced
to idle speed. This could occur immediately or after a
predetermined time delay. In any event, controller 402
would determine whether to transition to the "idle speed"
mode in the same manner as discussed above. Upon
transitioning to the "idle speed" mode, the closed loop
speed control would be disabled.
[0042] Fig. 5 is a flow chart showing a method by which
controller 402 determines when to transition between the
"idle speed" mode and the "sanding speed" mode. One
or more of the pressure signal provided by pressure sen-
sor 408, the speed signal determined from the signal(s)
provided by one or more of position sensors 308 and the
current signal provided by current sensor 410 are used
by controller 402 to determine whether sander 100 has
been applied to the work piece or removed from it, and
will be referred to as the "threshold signal." At step 500,
controller 402 reads the threshold signal. At step 502,
controller 402 determines whether the threshold signal
crossed the threshold value. If so, at step 504 controller
402 transitions between the "idle speed" mode and the
"sanding speed" mode. The controller 402 transitions to
the "sanding speed" mode from the "idle speed" mode if
the threshold signal crossed the threshold value in a di-
rection indicating that the sander 100 had been applied
to the work piece. For example, if pressure sensor 408
is used and its signal increases above the pressure
threshold value, the controller 402 determines that the
sander 100 was applied to the work piece and transitions
to the "sanding speed" mode. If a motor speed/current
sensor combination is used and the motor speed (deter-
mined from one or more position sensors 308) decreases
below the idle speed threshold value and the current sen-
sor 410 signal increases above the current threshold val-
ue, the controller 402 determines that the sander 100
was applied to the work piece and transitions to the "sand-
ing speed" mode. It should be understood that motor
speed or current sensor 410 signal alone could be used
in making this determination. Controller 402 transitions
to the "idle speed" mode from the "sanding speed" mode
when the converse occurs, indicating that the sander 100
has been removed from the work piece.
[0043] Controller 402 may illustratively be powered-up
all the time when it is plugged in. If so, controller 402 can
be configured, such as by programming, to provide elec-
tronic braking, that is, to reverse commutate motor 112
to dynamically brake it. For example, when switch 114
is released, controller 402 switches semi-conductors Q1
- Q6 to provide reverse commutation of motor 112 to
brake it. In an illustrative embodiment, controller 402
switches semi-conductors Q4 - Q6 to short the windings
of motor 112 together to drain the energy in motor 112
to brake motor 112. In a variation with reference to Fig.
12, dynamic braking of motor 112 includes switching a
resistor(s) 1202 across windings of motor 112, such as
with switches 1200.

[0044] As used herein and as commonly understood,
"dynamic braking" means braking an electric motor by
quickly dissipating the back emf of the motor, such as by
way of example and not of limitation, shorting winding(s)
of the motor or coupling resistor(s) across windings of
the motor.
[0045] Controller 402 may illustratively be configured
to sense the collapse of an input voltage when on/off
switch 114 is turned off to initiate braking. Alternatively,
a separate brake switch 414 (shown in phantom in Fig.
4) may be provided that is actuated when on/off switch
114 is turned off to initiate braking.
[0046] Figs. 15 and 16 show variations 400’ (Fig. 15)
and 400" (Fig. 16) of control system 400 in which on/off
switch 114 (Fig. 1) is a "mains" switch - a switch that
switches mains power. In the variation of Fig. 15, on/off
switch 114’ includes a power contact 1500 and a brake
contact 1502. One side of power contact 1500 is coupled
to one line of an AC source and the other side of power
contact 1500 is coupled to rectifier 1504. An output of
rectifier 1504 is coupled to inverter circuit 1506, which
includes Q1 - Q6 as shown in Fig. 4, which in turn is
coupled to windings of motor 112. A capacitor 1508 is
coupled across the output of rectifier 1504 to common.
Brake contact 1502 of on/off switch 114’ is coupled
across inputs of controller 402.
[0047] In operation of electronic motor commutation
system 400’, when on/off switch 114’ is closed, AC power
is coupled to rectifier 1504 through power contact 1500.
Brake contact 1502 is also closed. Capacitor 1508 is
charged. When on/off switch 114’ is opened, power con-
tact 1500 and brake contact 1502 are opened. Opening
main power contact 1500 disconnects AC power from
rectifier 1504. Controller 402 senses the opening of brake
contact 1502 and initiates braking. Capacitor 1508 sup-
plies power to power supply 404 and inverter circuit 1506,
allowing controller 402 to control inverter circuit 1506 to
reverse commutate motor 112 to electrically brake motor
112. Dynamic braking may illustratively continue until ca-
pacitor 1508 is discharged to the point that it can no longer
provide adequate power to operate controller 402 and
inverter circuit 1506.
[0048] In the variation of Fig. 16, on/off switch 114" has
only power contact 1500 and not brake contact 1502. A
voltage divider network 1600, illustratively including re-
sistors 1602, 1604, 1606, is coupled across the output
of rectifier 1504 and common. A diode 1608 is coupled
between the output of rectifier 1504 and power supply
404, inverter circuit 1506 and power supply 404 to sep-
arate them from the voltage divider network 1600. An
input, referred to herein as brake input 1610, of controller
402 is coupled to a node 1612 of voltage divider network
1600.
[0049] In operation of control system 400", before pow-
er cord 118 of sander 100 that includes control system
400" is plugged into a source of AC for the first time and
on/off switch 114" turned on, capacitor 1508 is complete-
ly discharged. In an initial start up, when on/off switch
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114" is first turned on after sander 100 is first plugged in
to a source of AC, diode 1608 is forward biased and brake
input 1610 of controller 402 is at a logic high. Capacitor
1508 is charged. When on/off switch 114" is turned off,
AC power is disconnected to rectifier 1504. Capacitor
1508 is still charged and diode 1608 is reversed biased.
Node 1612 of voltage divider network 1600 is pulled low
through resistor 1606, bringing brake input 1610 of con-
troller 402 to a logic low. In response to the logic low on
brake input 1610, controller 402 initiates braking and
switches inverter circuit 1506 to reverse commutate mo-
tor 112 to do so. Capacitor 1508 provides power to in-
verter circuit 1506 and controller 402. Controller 402 may
illustratively continue braking motor 112 until capacitor
1508 is discharged to the point where it can no longer
power inverter circuit 1506 and controller 402.
[0050] As long as capacitor 1508 is sufficiently charged
to power controller 402, a user can turn on/off switch
114" on and controller 402 will detect this through brake
input returning to a logic high. Controller 402 will then run
motor 112 as described above. If capacitor 1508 has dis-
charged to the point where it is no longer powering con-
troller 402 when the user turns on/off switch 114" back
on, control system 400" will start up as described above
for the initial start up.
[0051] In another illustrative embodiment, sander 100
includes both dynamic and mechanical braking. That is,
sander 100 includes brake member 48 and ring 61, as
discussed above, as well as having controller 402 con-
figured to electronically brake motor 112. By supplement-
ing mechanical braking with dynamic braking, applicants
have found that the braking time, the time that it takes to
slow orbit mechanism 104 to a desired speed, which can
include slowing motor 112 to idle speed as discussed
above or braking orbit mechanism 104 to a complete
stop, can be reduced to two seconds or less. In this re-
gard, when motor 112 is braked to idle speed, the me-
chanical brake may illustratively remain engaged and
motor 112 is driven to overcome the braking force exerted
by the mechanical brake and run at the idle speed.
[0052] Mechanical braking can be combined with dy-
namic braking in orbital sanders that use motors other
than electronically commutated motors. For example,
mechanical braking can be combined in a sander that
uses a permanent magnet DC motor, that is, a motor
having a wound armature and a stator with permanent
magnets, where the DC may be provided by rectified AC
or by a battery. It can also be used in orbital sanders
having universal motors. In each instance, the orbital
sander may illustratively use a known dynamic braking,
such as, for example, the dynamic braking for permanent
magnet PM motors as described in USSN 10/972,964
for Method and Device for Braking a Motor filed October
22, 2004, and the dynamic braking for universal motors
as described in U.S. 5,063,319 "Universal Motor with
Secondary Winding Wound with the Run Field Winding"
issued November 5, 1991.
[0053] For convenience of reference, Fig. 1 of USSN

10/972,964 is reproduced here as Fig. 13 and Fig. 3 of
U.S. 5,063,319 is reproduced as Fig. 14. The discussion
of them and dynamic braking in USSN 10/972,964 and
U.S. 5,063,319 follow. With reference first to Fig. 13, prior
art motor control circuit 1310 for controlling power to a
permanent magnet DC motor 1312 in a power tool elec-
trical system 1314 (shown representatively by dashed
box 1314) where power tool electrical system 1314 is
illustratively a variable speed system, such as would be
used in a variable speed drill or used in an orbital sander
100 having variable speed. Motor control circuit 1310 in-
cludes a power switch 1316, illustratively a trigger switch
(which in the case of an orbital sander, could be a paddle
switch having a potentiometer as discussed above), hav-
ing main power contacts 1318, braking contacts 1320
and bypass contacts 1322. Main power contacts 1318
and braking contacts 1320 are linked so that they operate
in conjunction with each other. Main power contacts 1318
are normally open and braking contacts 1320 are nor-
mally closed and both are break-before-make contacts.
The normally open side of main power contacts 1318 is
connected to the negative terminal of a battery 1324 and
the common side of main power contacts 1318 is con-
nected to controller 1326 of motor control circuit 1310.
Motor control circuit 1310 also includes run power switch-
ing device 1328 and free wheeling diode 1330.
[0054] Run power switching device 1328 is illustrative-
ly a N-channel MOSFET with its gate connected to an
output of controller 1326, its source connected to the
common side of main power contacts 1318 and its drain
connected the common side of braking contacts 1320 of
trigger switch 1316, to one side of the windings of motor
1312 and to the anode of diode 1330. As is known, MOS-
FETs have diodes bridging their sources and drains,
identified as diode 1332 in Fig. 1. The other side of brak-
ing contacts 1320 is connected to the positive side of a
DC source 24 (which as discussed can be a battery or
rectified AC) as is the other side of the windings of motor
1312 and the cathode of diode 1330. Since motor 1312
is illustratively a wound armature/permanent magnet
field motor, the motor windings to which the drain of run
power switching device 1328 and the positive side of the
DC source 24 are connected are the armature windings.
[0055] Controller 1326 is illustratively a pulse width
modulator that provides a pulse width modulated signal
to the gate of run power switching device 1328 having a
set frequency and a variable duty cycle controlled by a
variable resistance. The variable resistance is illustra-
tively a potentiometer 1319 mechanically coupled to trig-
ger switch 1316. In this regard, controller 1326 can be a
LM 555 and potentiometer, the LM 555 configured as a
pulse width modulator having a set frequency and a var-
iable duty cycle controlled by the potentiometer that is
mechanically coupled to trigger switch 1316.
[0056] In operation, trigger switch 1316 is partially de-
pressed, opening braking contacts 1320 and closing, a
split second later, main power contacts 1318. This cou-
ples power from battery 1324 to controller 1326, to the
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source of run power switching device 1328 and to bypass
contacts 1322 (that remain open at this point). Controller
1326 generates a pulse width modulated signal at the
gate of run power switching device 1328, cycling it on
and off. Run power switching device 1328 switches pow-
er on and off to the windings of motor 1312 as it cycles
on and off. The duty cycle of the pulse width modulated
signal, that is, how long it is high compared to how long
it is low, provided at the gate of run power switching de-
vice 1328 is determined by how far trigger switch 1316
is depressed. (How far trigger switch 1316 is depressed
determines the variable resistance of the potentiometer
19 mechanically coupled to it that provides the variable
resistance used to set the duty cycle of controller 1326.)
The duty cycle of the pulse width modulated signal de-
termines the speed of motor 1312. As trigger switch 1316
is depressed further, bypass contacts 1322 close, typi-
cally when trigger switch 1316 is depressed to about the
eighty percent level. When bypass contacts 1322 close,
power is connected directly from the DC source 24 to the
motor windings and the variable speed control provided
by controller 1326 and run power switching device 1328
is bypassed. Motor 1312 then runs at full speed.
[0057] Diode 1330, known as a free wheeling diode,
provides a path for the current in the windings of motor
1312 when run power switching device 1328 switches
from on to off. Current then flows out of the motor wind-
ings at the bottom of motor 1312 (as oriented in Fig. 1)
through diode 1330 and back into the motor windings at
the top of motor 1312 (as oriented in Fig. 13).
[0058] When trigger switch 1316 is released to stop
motor 1312, main power contacts 1318 of trigger switch
1316 open with braking contacts 1320 closing a split sec-
ond later. (Bypass contacts 1322, if they had been closed,
open as trigger switch 1316 is being released.) Closing
braking contacts 1320 shorts the motor windings of motor
1312, braking motor 1312. In a variation, a resistor is
connected in series with braking contacts 1320 so that
the resistor is coupled across the windings of motor 1312
to brake motor 1312.
[0059] Where the power tool is not a variable speed
tool, such as a saw or an orbital sander that does not
have variable speed, controller 1326, run power switch-
ing device 1328, bypass contacts 1322 and diode 1330
are eliminated. Braking contacts 1320 operate in the
same manner described above to brake motor 1312.
[0060] With reference to Fig. 14, motor 1420 is of the
series wound-type, often called a universal motor. Run
field windings designated generally by the letter R in the
drawings are connectable in series with armature 1422
and a conventional source of electrical power 1464. In
this embodiment the run winding is split into two portions
connected electrically on opposite sides of the armature
1422 and comprising first and second run windings 1466,
1468, respectively, and connected respectively to first
and second sides of the armature 1422 represented by
brushes 1450, 1452. Each run winding has first and sec-
ond ends or terminations respectively: 1470, 1472 for the

first run winding 1466; and 1474, 1476 for the second
run winding 1468.
[0061] The motor 1420 also includes a secondary field
winding, in this embodiment provided specifically for a
dynamic braking function and designated generally by
the letter B. The brake winding B is connectable in shunt
across the armature 1422. In an arrangement similar to
that of the run windings, the brake winding consists of
first and second brake field windings 1478, 1480 con-
nected respectively to the first and second sides of the
armature 1422 as represented by brushes 1450, 1452.
Each brake field winding 1478, 1480 has first and second
ends or terminations 1482, 1484 and 1486, 1488, respec-
tively.
[0062] Switching between a run mode and braking
mode for the motor 1420 may be accomplished by a suit-
able switching arrangement such as that provided by the
switch 1490. Functionally this consists of two single pole,
single throw switches with alternate contact (one pole
normally open, one pole normally closed). Motor connec-
tions are completed (schematically) by suitable conduc-
tors as follows: 1492 from the power supply 1464 to sec-
ond run winding second termination 1476; 1494a and
1494b respectively from second run and second brake
winding first terminations 1474, 1486, respectively to the
armature 1422, second side 1452; 1496a and 1496b from
the armature first side 1450 respectively to first run and
first brake winding first terminations 1470 and 1482; 1498
from the first run winding second termination 1472 to
switch contact 1400; 1402 from switch terminal 1404 to
power supply 1464; 1406 from switch contact 1408 to
second brake winding second termination 88; and 1410
from first brake winding second termination 1484 to
switch terminal 1412.
[0063] In another illustrative embodiment, only dynam-
ic braking is used in sander 100 and controller 402 is
configured to switch the appropriate semiconductors Q1
- Q6, such as semiconductors Q4 - Q6, to brake motor
112 to brake orbit mechanism 104 to a desired speed in
two seconds or less.
[0064] In an illustrative embodiment, on/off switch 114
is not a mains on/off switch, but provides an on/off logic
signal to controller 402 and controller 402 turns motor
112 and off in response to that logic signal. Since switch
114 is not a mains on/off switch, controller 402 may illus-
tratively be configured to provide a no-volt release func-
tion. A no-volt release function senses whether the trigger
switch is depressed or pulled when the tool is first pow-
ered on and if it is, does not allow the motor to start until
the trigger switch has been cycled (released and then
depressed). No-volt release functions are described in
greater detail in USSN 10/360,957 filed February 7, 2003
for Method for Sensing Switch Closure to Prevent Inad-
vertent Startup and USSN 10/696,449 filed October 29,
2003 for Method and System for Sensing Switch Position
to Prevent Inadvertent Startup of a Motor. Sander 100
may also have a reversing switch 412 that provides a
logic level signal to controller 402. Based on this logic
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level signal, controller 402 provides forward or reverse
commutation to motor 112 to run it in the forward direction
or the reverse direction.
[0065] In order to achieve the low profile nature of
sander 100, it is important not only that motor 112 have
the appropriate aspect ratio as discussed above, but also
to minimize the effect that other components have on the
height of sander 100. In this regard, with reference to Fig.
11, the windings 204 are wound to minimize the height
of the end turns of windings 204. A position sense magnet
1100 affixed to rotor 200 sensed by sensors 308 (Fig. 3)
may illustratively be axial in orientation and made axially
thin. Sensors 308 are mounted on a side of a printed
circuit board 1102 that faces position sense magnet 1100
and the printed circuit board 1102 illustratively located
within 2.5mm of the surface of position sense magnet
1100. This permits sensor 308 when they are Hall Effect
sensors to be properly activated by position sense mag-
net 1100. To the extent possible, printed circuit board
1102 is propagated with surface mount components to
minimize the height of printed circuit board 1102. Filter
or smoothing capacitor 416, which filters or smoothes
the output of rectifier 418, is mounted within housing 102
in an orientation so that it does not increase the height
above printed circuit board 1102.
[0066] Printed circuit board 1102 includes a central
hole 1106 sized to permit a drive end bearing 1108 to be
passed through it during assembly. Rotor 200 may thus
be sub-assembled by first placing drive end bearing 1108
on it and rotor 200 then "dropped into" housing 102 in
which printed circuit board 1102 has previously been
placed during assembly of sander 100.
[0067] Housing 102 includes a bearing pocket 1110 in
which an opposite drive end bearing 1112 is received.
Printed circuit board 1102 may illustratively be disposed
in housing 102 between opposite drive end bearing 1112
and windings 204. In this event, printed circuit board 1102
is disposed where the commutator and brushes in a brush
motor, such as a universal motor, are typically disposed.
[0068] Cord 118 is brought in through an end cap of
housing 102 and the wires in cord 118 connected to print-
ed circuit board 1102. Leads of windings 204 are brought
up and connected to printed circuit board 1102.
[0069] The description of the invention is merely ex-
emplary in nature and, thus, variations that do not depart
from the scope of the invention which is defined in the
appended claims.

Claims

1. A hand held orbital sander (100), comprising:

a. a housing (102) having a motor (112) dis-
posed therein and an orbit mechanism (104) dis-
posed beneath the housing (112); and
b. a motor controller (402) coupled to the motor
(112); characterized in that:

the motor (112) is an electronically commu-
tated motor (112), and
the hand held orbital sander (100) further
comprises:

c. a current sensor (410) coupled to the motor
controller (402) that provides a signal indicative
of motor current; and
d. the motor controller (402) is adapted to
change the speed at which it runs the motor
(112) from a sanding speed to an idle speed
based upon at least one of change in motor cur-
rent and change in motor speed as the sander
(100) is removed from a work piece and chang-
ing the speed at which it runs the motor (112)
from idle speed to sanding speed based upon
at least one of change in motor current and
change in motor speed as the sander (100) is
applied to the work piece.

2. The hand held orbital sander (100) of claim 1 further
including:

a platen (108) coupled to the orbit mechanism
(104) and a further sensor (408) coupled to the
platen (108) that senses whether the platen
(108) is applied to a workpiece, the motor con-
troller (402) changing the speed at which it runs
the motor (112) from sanding speed to idle
speed based upon change in a signal from the
further sensor (408) as the sander (100) is re-
moved from a work piece and changing the
speed of at which it runs the motor (112) from
idle speed to sanding speed based upon change
in the signal from the further sensor (408) as the
sander (100) is applied to the work piece.

3. The hand held orbital sander (100) of claim 2 wherein
the further sensor (408) includes at least one of a
pressure sensor (408) and a force sensor.

4. The hand held orbital sander (100) of claim 1, where-
in the motor controller (402) slows the motor (112)
by reverse commutation when it changes the speed
of the motor (112) from sanding speed to idle speed.

5. The hand held orbital sander (100) of claim 4 includ-
ing a mechanical brake (48, 61) that brakes the orbit
mechanism (104).

6. The hand held orbital sander (100) of claim 5 wherein
the mechanical brake (48, 61) and the motor con-
troller (402) slowing the motor (112) by reverse com-
mutation brake the orbit mechanism (104) to idle
speed in no greater than about two seconds.

7. The hand held orbital sander (100) of claim 1, where-
in the sander (100) has an on/off switch (114, 114’,
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114") and the motor controller (402) senses whether
the on/off switch (114, 114’, 114") is on when the
sander (100) is first coupled to a source of power
and if it is, does not start the motor (112) until the
on/off switch (114, 114’, 114") is first switched off
and then back on.

8. The hand held orbital sander (100) of claim 1, where-
in the sander (100) has an on/off switch (114, 114’,
114") and the motor controller (402) senses a col-
lapse in an input voltage when the on-off switch (114,
114’, 114") is turned off and reverse commutates the
motor (112) to brake it.

9. A method of controlling the speed of a motor (112)
in a hand held orbital sander (100), characterised
by:

a. determining motor current from a current sen-
sor (410) coupled to the motor (112); and
b. changing the speed at which the motor (112)
is run from a sanding speed to an idle speed
based upon at least one of change in motor cur-
rent and change in motor speed as the sander
(100) is removed from a work piece and chang-
ing the speed at which the motor (112) is run
from idle speed to sanding speed based upon
at least one of change in motor current and
change in motor speed as the sander (100) is
applied to the work piece.

10. The method of claim 9, further including at least one
of the following features:

c. sensing pressure on a platen (108) of the
sander (100) and changing the speed at which
the motor (112) is run from sanding speed to idle
speed based upon change in pressure on the
platen (108) as the sander (100) is removed from
a work piece and changing the speed at which
the motor (112) is run from idle speed to sanding
speed based upon change in pressure on the
platen (108) as the sander (100) is applied to
the work piece;
d. sensing force on a platen (108) of the sander
(100) and changing the speed at which the motor
(112) is run from sanding speed to idle speed
based upon change in pressure on the platen
(108) as the sander (100) is removed from a
work piece and changing the speed at which the
motor (112) is run from sanding speed to idle
speed based upon change in pressure on the
platen (108) as the sander (100) is applied to
the work piece;
e. sensing whether an on/off switch (114, 114’,
114") of the sander (100) is on when the sander
(100) is first coupled to a source of power and
if it is, not starting the motor (112) until the on/off

switch (114, 114’, 114") is first switched off and
then back on; or
f. sensing a collapse in an input voltage when
an on-off switch (114, 114’, 114") is turned off
and reverse commutating the motor (112) to
brake it.

11. The method of claim 9, including slowing the motor
(112) by reverse commutation when changing its
speed from sanding speed to idle speed.

12. The method of claim 11 including mechanically brak-
ing the orbit mechanism (104) with a mechanical
brake (48, 61).

13. The method of claim 12 wherein mechanically brak-
ing the orbit mechanism (104) and slowing the motor
(112) by reverse commutation includes slowing the
orbit mechanism (104) to idle speed in no greater
than about two seconds.

Patentansprüche

1. Handgehaltener Schwingschleifer (100), umfas-
send:

a. ein Gehäuse (102) mit einem Motor (112), der
darin angebracht ist, und einen Schwingmecha-
nismus (104), der unter dem Gehäuse (112) an-
gebracht ist; und
b. eine Motorsteuerung (402), die an den Motor
(112) gekoppelt ist;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

der Motor (112) ein elektronisch kommutier-
ter Motor (112) ist, und der handgehaltene
Schwingschleifer (100) weiter Folgendes
umfasst:

c. einen Stromsensor (410), der an die Motor-
steuerung (402) gekoppelt ist, der ein Signal be-
reitstellt, das den Motorstrom angibt; und
d. eine Motorsteuerung (402), die dazu ausge-
legt ist, die Geschwindigkeit, mit der sie den Mo-
tor (112) antreibt, von einer Schleifgeschwindig-
keit zu einer Leerlaufgeschwindigkeit zu ändern,
basierend auf mindestens einer der Änderung
des Motorstroms und der Änderung der Motor-
geschwindigkeit, wenn der Schleifer (100) von
einem Werkstück entfernt wird, und die Ge-
schwindigkeit, mit der sie den Motor (112) an-
treibt, von der Leerlaufgeschwindigkeit zur
Schleifgeschwindigkeit zu ändern, basierend
auf mindestens einer der Änderung des Motor-
stroms und der Änderung der Motorgeschwin-
digkeit, wenn der Schleifer (100) auf das Werk-
stück angebracht wird.
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2. Handgehaltener Schwingschleifer (100) nach An-
spruch 1, weiter umfassend:

eine Platte (108), die mit dem Schwingmecha-
nismus (104) gekoppelt ist, und einen weiteren
Sensor (408), der mit der Platte (108) gekoppelt
ist, der misst, ob die Platte (108) auf ein Werk-
stück angebracht ist, wobei die Motorsteuerung
(402) die Geschwindigkeit, mit der sie den Motor
(112) antreibt, von der Scheifgeschwindigkeit
zur Leerlaufgeschwindigkeit ändert, basierend
auf der Änderung eines Signals von dem weite-
ren Sensor (408), wenn der Schleifer (100) vom
einem Werkstück entfernt wird, und die Ge-
schwindigkeit, mit der sie den Motor (112) an-
treibt, von der Leerlaufgeschwindigkeit zur
Scheifgeschwindigkeit ändert, basierend auf
der Änderung des Signals von dem weiteren
Sensor (408), wenn der Schleifer (100) auf das
Werkstück angebracht wird.

3. Handgehaltener Schwingschleifer (100) nach An-
spruch 2, wobei der weitere Sensor (408) minde-
stens einen Drucksensor (408) und einen Kraftsen-
sor umfasst.

4. Handgehaltener Schwingschleifer (100) nach An-
spruch 1, wobei die Motorsteuerung (402) den Motor
(112) durch umgekehrte Kommutierung verlang-
samt, wenn sie die Geschwindigkeit des Motors
(112) von der Schleifgeschwindigkeit zur Leerlauf-
geschwindigkeit ändert.

5. Handgehaltener Schwingschleifer (100) nach An-
spruch 4, umfassend eine mechanische Bremse
(48,61), die den Schwingmechanismus (104)
bremst.

6. Handgehaltener Schwingschleifer (100) nach An-
spruch 5, wobei die mechanische Bremse (48, 61)
und die Motorsteuerung (402), die den Motor (112)
durch umgekehrte Kommutierung verlangsamt, den
Schwingmechanismus (104) in nicht mehr als unge-
fähr zwei Sekunden zur Leerlaufgeschwindigkeit ab-
bremsen.

7. Handgehaltener Schwingschleifer (100) nach An-
spruch 1, wobei der Schleifer (100) einen Ein-/Aus-
schalter(114, 114’, 114") aufweist und die Motor-
steuerung (402) misst, ob der Ein-/Ausschalter (114,
114’, 114") eingeschaltet ist, wenn der Schleifer
(100) zuerst mit einer Stromquelle gekoppelt wird,
und wenn dies der Fall ist, startet sie den Motor (112)
nicht, bis der Ein-/Ausschalter (114, 114’, 114") zu-
erst ausgeschaltet und dann erneut eingeschaltet
wird.

8. Handgehaltener Schwingschleifer (100) nach An-

spruch 1, wobei der Schleifer (100) einen Ein-/Aus-
schalter (114, 114’, 114") aufweist und die Motor-
steuerung (402) einen Zusammenbruch in einer Ein-
gangsspannung misst, wenn der Ein-/Ausschalter
(114, 114’, 114") ausgeschaltet ist und den Motor
(112) umgekehrt kommutiert, um ihn zu bremsen.

9. Verfahren zur Steuerung der Geschwindigkeit eines
Motors (112) in einem handgehaltenen Schwing-
schleifer (100), gekennzeichnet durch:

a. Bestimmung des Motorstroms von einem
Stromsensor (410), der an den Motor (112) ge-
koppelt ist; und
b. Änderung der Geschwindigkeit, mit der der
Motor (112) antrieben wird, von einer Schleifge-
schwindigkeit zu einer Leerlaufgeschwindigkeit,
basierend auf mindestens einer der Änderung
des Motorstroms und der Änderung der Motor-
geschwindigkeit, wenn der Schleifer (100) von
einem Werkstück entfernt wird, und Änderung
der Geschwindigkeit, mit der der Motor (112) an-
getrieben wird, von der Leerlaufgeschwindigkeit
zur Schleifgeschwindigkeit, basierend auf min-
destens einer der Änderung des Motorstroms
und der Änderung der Motorgeschwindigkeit,
wenn der Schleifer (100) auf das Werkstück an-
gebracht wird.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, weiter umfassend min-
destens eines der folgenden Merkmale:

c. Messung des Drucks auf eine Platte (108) des
Schleifers (100) und Änderung der Geschwin-
digkeit, mit der der Motor (112) angetrieben wird,
von der Schleifgeschwindigkeit zur Leerlaufge-
schwindigkeit, basierend auf der Änderung des
Drucks auf die Platte (108), wenn der Schleifer
(100) von einem Werkstück entfernt wird, und
Änderung der Geschwindigkeit, mit der der Mo-
tor (112) angetrieben wird, von der Leerlaufge-
schwindigkeit zur Schleifgeschwindigkeit, ba-
sierend auf der Änderung des Drucks auf die
Platte (108), wenn der Schleifer (100) auf das
Werkstück angebracht wird;
d. Messung der Kraft auf eine Platte (108) des
Schleifers (100) und Änderung der Geschwin-
digkeit, mit der der Motor (112) angetrieben wird,
von der Schleifgeschwindigkeit zur Leerlaufge-
schwindigkeit, basierend auf der Änderung des
Drucks auf die Platte (108), wenn der Schleifer
(100) von einem Werkstück entfernt wird, und
Änderung der Geschwindigkeit, mit der der Mo-
tor (112) angetrieben wird, von der Schleifge-
schwindigkeit zur Leerlaufgeschwindigkeit, ba-
sierend auf der Änderung des Drucks auf die
Platte (108), wenn der Schleifer (100) auf das
Werkstück angebracht wird;
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e. Messung, ob ein Ein-/Ausschalter (114, 114’,
114") des Schleifers (100) eingeschaltet ist,
wenn der Schleifer (100) zuerst mit einer Strom-
quelle gekoppelt wird, und wenn dies der Fall
ist, Nichtstart des Motors (112), bis der Ein-/Aus-
schalter (114, 114’, 114") zuerst ausgeschaltet
und dann erneut eingeschaltet wird; oder
f. Messung eines Zusammenbruchs in einer Ein-
gangsspannung, wenn ein Ein-/Ausschalter
(114, 114’, 114") ausgeschaltet ist, und umge-
kehrte Kommutierung des Motors (112), um ihn
zu bremsen.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, umfassend die Verlang-
samung des Motors (112) durch umgekehrte Kom-
mutierung, wenn seine Geschwindigkeit von der
Schleifgeschwindigkeit zur Leerlaufgeschwindigkeit
geändert wird.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, umfassend die me-
chanische Bremsung des Schwingmechanismus
(104) mit einer mechanischen Bremse (48, 61).

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, wobei die mechani-
sche Bremsung des Schwingmechanismus (104)
und die Verlangsamung des Motors (112) durch um-
gekehrte Kommutierung die Verlangsamung des
Schwingmechanismus (104) in nicht mehr als unge-
fähr zwei Sekunden auf Leerlaufgeschwindigkeit
umfasst.

Revendications

1. Ponceuse orbitale à main (100), comprenant :

a. un carter (102) doté d’un moteur (112) dispo-
sé dedans et d’un mécanisme orbital (104) dis-
posé sous le carter (112) ; et
b. un contrôleur de moteur (402) couplé au mo-
teur (112) ;
caractérisée en ce que
le moteur (112) est un moteur commuté électro-
niquement (112), et la ponceuse orbitale à main
(100) comprend en outre :
c. un détecteur de courant (410) couplé au con-
trôleur de moteur (402) qui fournit un signal in-
dicateur du courant du moteur ; et
d. le contrôleur de moteur (402) est adapté au
changement de la vitesse, à laquelle il fait fonc-
tionner le moteur (112) d’une vitesse de ponça-
ge à une vitesse à vide en se basant sur au
moins un changement de courant de moteur ou
un changement de vitesse de moteur lorsque la
ponceuse (100) est retirée d’une pièce à usiner
et au changement de la vitesse, à laquelle il fait
fonctionner le moteur (112) d’une vitesse à vide
à une vitesse de ponçage en se basant sur au

moins un changement de courant de moteur ou
un changement de vitesse de moteur lorsque la
ponceuse (100) est appliquée sur la pièce à usi-
ner.

2. Ponceuse orbitale à main (100) selon la revendica-
tion 1, comprenant en outre :

un plateau (108) couplé au mécanisme orbital
(104) et un autre capteur (408) couplé au pla-
teau (108) qui détecte si le plateau (108) est
appliqué sur une pièce à usiner, le contrôleur de
moteur (402) changeant la vitesse, à laquelle il
fait fonctionner le moteur (112) d’une vitesse de
ponçage à une vitesse à vide en se basant sur
le changement de signal de l’autre capteur (408)
lorsque la ponceuse (100) est retirée d’une piè-
ce à usiner et changeant la vitesse, à laquelle il
fait fonctionner le moteur (112) d’une vitesse à
vide à une vitesse de ponçage en se basant sur
le changement de signal de l’autre capteur (408)
lorsque la ponceuse (100) est appliquée sur la
pièce à usiner.

3. Ponceuse orbitale à main (100) selon la revendica-
tion 2, dans laquelle l’autre capteur (408) comprend
au moins un capteur de pression (408) et un capteur
de force.

4. Ponceuse orbitale à main (100) selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans laquelle le contrôleur de moteur (402)
ralentit le moteur (112) par la commutation dans le
sens inverse lorsqu’il change la vitesse du moteur
(112) de la vitesse de ponçage à la vitesse à vide.

5. Ponceuse orbitale à main (100) selon la revendica-
tion 4, comprenant un frein mécanique (48, 61) qui
freine le mécanisme orbital (104).

6. Ponceuse orbitale à main (100) selon la revendica-
tion 5, dans laquelle le frein mécanique (48, 61) et
le contrôleur de moteur (402) ralentissant le moteur
(112) par la commutation dans le sens inverse frei-
nent le mécanisme orbital (104) à la vitesse à vide
en environ deux secondes maximum.

7. Ponceuse orbitale à main (100) selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans laquelle la ponceuse (100) présente un
commutateur marche/arrêt (114, 114’, 114") et le
contrôleur de moteur (402) détecte si le commuta-
teur marche/arrêt (114, 114’, 114") est en marche
lorsque la ponceuse (100) est tout d’abord couplée
à une source d’énergie et si c’est le cas, ne démarre
pas le moteur (112) jusqu’à ce que le commutateur
marche/arrêt (114, 114’, 114") soit d’abord commuté
sur arrêt puis sur marche.

8. Ponceuse orbitale à main (100) selon la revendica-
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tion 1, dans laquelle la ponceuse (100) présente un
commutateur marche/arrêt (114, 114’, 114") et le
contrôleur de moteur (402) détecte une diminution
dans une tension d’entrée lorsque le commutateur
marche/arrêt (114, 114’, 114") est tourné sur arrêt
et commute le moteur (112) dans le sens inverse
pour le freiner.

9. Procédé de contrôle de la vitesse d’un moteur (112)
dans une ponceuse orbitale à main (100), caracté-
risé par

a. la détermination du courant de moteur à partir
d’un détecteur de courant (410) couplé au mo-
teur (112) ; et
b. le changement de la vitesse, à laquelle le mo-
teur (112) fonctionne d’une vitesse de ponçage
à une vitesse à vide en se basant sur au moins
un changement de courant de moteur ou un
changement de vitesse de moteur lorsque la
ponceuse (100) est retirée d’une pièce à usiner
et le changement de la vitesse, à laquelle le mo-
teur (112) fonctionne d’une vitesse à vide à une
vitesse de ponçage en se basant sur au moins
un changement de courant de moteur ou un
changement de vitesse de moteur lorsque la
ponceuse (100) est appliquée sur la pièce à usi-
ner.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, comprenant en
outre au moins l’une des caractéristiques suivantes :

c. la détection de la pression sur un plateau (108)
de la ponceuse (100) et le changement de vi-
tesse, à laquelle le moteur (112) fonctionne de
la vitesse de ponçage à la vitesse à vide en se
basant sur le changement de pression sur le pla-
teau (108) lorsque la ponceuse (100) est retirée
d’une pièce à usiner et le changement de vites-
se, à laquelle le moteur (112) fonctionne d’une
vitesse à vide à une vitesse de ponçage en se
basant sur le changement de pression sur le pla-
teau (108) lorsque la ponceuse (100) est appli-
quée sur la pièce à usiner ;
d. la détection de la force sur un plateau (108)
de la ponceuse (100) et le changement de vi-
tesse, à laquelle le moteur (112) fonctionne de
la vitesse de ponçage à la vitesse à vide en se
basant sur le changement de pression sur le pla-
teau (108) lorsque la ponceuse (100) est retirée
d’une pièce à usiner et le changement de vites-
se, à laquelle le moteur (112) fonctionne d’une
vitesse de ponçage à une vitesse à vide en se
basant sur le changement de pression sur le pla-
teau (108) lorsque la ponceuse (100) est appli-
quée sur la pièce à usiner ;
e. la détection si un commutateur marche/arrêt
(114, 114’, 114") de la ponceuse (100) est en

marche lorsque la ponceuse (100) est tout
d’abord couplée à une source d’énergie et si
c’est le cas, le non démarrage du moteur (112)
jusqu’à ce que le commutateur marche/arrêt
(114, 114’, 114") soit tout d’abord commuté sur
arrêt puis de nouveau sur marche ; ou
f. la détection d’une diminution d’une tension
d’entrée lorsqu’un commutateur marche/arrêt
(114, 114’, 114") est commuté sur arrêt et la
commutation dans le sens inverse du moteur
(112) pour le freiner.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 9, comprenant le ra-
lentissement du moteur (112) par la commutation
dans le sens inverse lors du changement de sa vi-
tesse de la vitesse de ponçage à la vitesse à vide.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, comprenant le
freinage mécanique du mécanisme orbital (104)
avec un frein mécanique (48, 61).

13. Procédé selon la revendication 12, dans lequel le
freinage mécanique du mécanisme orbital (104) et
le ralentissement du moteur (112) par la commuta-
tion dans le sens inverse comprend le ralentisse-
ment du mécanisme orbital (104) à la vitesse à vide
en environ deux secondes maximum.
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